
Core ID code as per VDE colour code for telephone cables

Colour code for J-Y(ST)Y… LG as per  
DIN VDE 0815
The colour of the a-core of each first pair in a layer is red (counting 
pair), for all other pairs the a-core is white. The colour of the b-core is 
blue, yellow, green, brown, black, repeating continuously as follows:

Beginning with the outer layer, the pairs are numbered consecutively 
in the same direction through all layers. The count begins with the 
counting element (the pair with the red a-core).

Example: J-Y(ST)Y 10 x 2 x 0.8 LG

Outer layer 8 pairs:   rd-bu, wh-ye, wh-gn, wh-bn, wh-bk, wh-bu, 
wh-ye, wh-gn

Inner Layer 2 pairs:  rd-bn, wh-bk

Exemption: 
The twin-pair installation cable is twisted into a star quad:

Side 1:   a-core: red, 
b-core: black,

Side 2:   a-core: white, 
b-core: yellow.

Colour code for A-2Y(L)2Y… ST III BD and 
A-2YF(L)2Y… ST III BD as per DIN VDE 0816 and  
for J-H(ST)H … BD and J-2Y(ST)Y… ST III BD as per  
DIN VDE 0815
The cores are marked by black rings. One star quad is:

Side 1:

a-core: without ring    

b-core: 

Side 2: 

a-core: 

b-core: 

The cores of a star quad for each bundle are identified by the base 
colours of the insulation sheath, which are repeated in the same 
sequence in each bundle:

Quad 1:  base colour red

Quad 2:  base colour green

Quad 3:  base colour grey

Quad 4:  base colour yellow

Quad 5:  base colour white

Bundle Ring colour Ring group Bundle helix

1 pink -

2 pink -

3 pink -

4 pink -

5 orange -

6 orange -

7 orange -

8 orange -

9 violet -

10 violet -

11 violet -

12 violet -

13 pink blue

14 pink blue

15 pink blue

16 pink blue

17 orange red

18 orange red

19 orange red

20 orange red

Colour of the 
b-core Number of pair

blue 1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46

yellow 2 7 12 17 22 27 32 37 42 47

green 3 8 13 18 23 28 33 38 43 48

brown 4 9 14 19 24 29 34 39 44 49

black 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

blue 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96

yellow 52 57 62 67 72 77 82 87 92 97

green 53 58 63 68 73 78 83 88 93 98

brown 54 59 64 69 74 79 84 89 94 99

black 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

5 Star quads (10 pairs) are stranded to a base bundle. The bundles to 
be counted are marked by red helices. The other bundles are marked 
by white helices.

Colour code for JE-Y(ST)Y… BD and JE-LiYCY… BD 
as per DIN VDE 0815
The pair cores for each bundle are identified by the base colours of 
the insulation sheath, which are repeated in the same sequence in 
each bundle:

Base colour of the pairs

Pair: 1 2 3 4

a-core: blue grey green white

b-core: red yellow brown black 

Exemption: 
The twin-pair installation cable is twisted into a star quad:

Side 1:  a-core: blue,

 b-core: red,

Side 2:  a-core: grey,

 b-core: yellow.

4 pairs are stranded into a bundle. The bundles are identified by the 
colours of the rings on the core insulation sheaths and the arrange-
ment of the coloured rings in groups. The ring groups are located at 
intervals of approx. 60 mm.

On cables with more than 12 bundles, the 13th bundle and any  
subsequent bundles have coloured helices. When counting the bundles, 
start from the innermost layer.
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